
The Grapes of Wrath Literary Lens Presentation (20 assessment points) 

 

TASK: Find a credible news article, professional poem, or editorial cartoon to analyze through an appropriate, well-
matched lens (Feminism, Machine Age, Transcendentalism, Biblical Allusion, Naturalism, or Marxism). The piece must 
connect to The Grapes of Wrath. You will present findings and analysis in a detailed and insightful: 
                                                          Power Point/Prezi/imovie/Moviemaker. 
Although a portion of your presentation will be presented electronically, you must speak live to the class. Practice 
presentation in advance, as you will have 6-7 minutes to present to the class and will lead a 13-15 minute discussion.  
 

 

Include:  

• Secondary source (poem, non-fiction article, song lyrics, or editorial cartoon): Clearly display to audience as you 
present. If it is a longer article or poem, provide a detailed summary (visually) as well as significant excerpts.  

• Significant passage from The Grapes of Wrath: Identify and clearly cite a passage that connects to your 
secondary source. Clearly explain and analyze the connection.  

• Two open ended questions: One question must focus on synthesizing (connecting both sources). The second 
question must focus on theme or lens or combine both. Both questions must be analytical and open-ended. 
No: “How would you feel if…” “Have you ever experienced…”  

• Own answers to own questions: include on a separate slide and share after your discussion. Prove with 
evidence.  

• Works Cited: follow Purdue Owl rules to accurately cite sources (including the novel).  
 
Presentation: 

_____ / 3   Literary Lens Analysis: Identify the most appropriate lens through which to analyze the piece. Provide and reflect on multiple  
pieces of cited textual evidence (quotes from article, lines from poem, aspects/details from visual) and relate to main lens concepts. 

 
_____ / 3   Synthesis: Cite a relevant passage from The Grapes of Wrath and analyze the theme/universal idea conveyed in both texts. 
 
_____ / 2   Question: Prepare two open-ended questions (no YES/NO answer; should provoke discussion) related to novel. Bolded Above.  

▪ NO: How would you feel--- Do you think ---  Would you rather --- 
▪ Must be analytical: What does Steinbeck’s use of the tractor symbolize about this man’s tendency to disengage from his 

fellow man? 
 
_____ / 2   Answer: Thoroughly and thoughtfully respond to your own questions. In writing and verbally. 

 
_____ / 3   Visual Aid: You must project your piece (article, poem, lyrics, or cartoon) and your questions to assist audience in  

analysis. Be creative, colorful, neat, and relevant. Prepare by sending visual in an email to your instructor 1 day prior to 
presentation and following up with instructor to be sure it opens. You can also send a YouTube link. If it does not open or it did 
not send or your computer broke etc., you must still present on assigned day and you will lose points. Have a backup plan.   

 
_____ / 3   Speaking Skills: Utilize effective speaking techniques (appropriate volume, pace, tone, posture, gestures, diction, eye contact,  

etc.). Be prepared. NO reading from the screen/notes/etc. Be confident and engaging! 
 
_____ / 3   Discuss: Lead discussion. Interact with classmates; push them to clarify ideas, respond to others, provide textual evidence, and  

elaborate.  
 

_____ / 1   Works Cited: Can be last slide. Use MLA rules. See Purdue OWL site for help. All right/wrong. 
 

*** NOTE: If absent on presentation day, visual aid must be emailed. You will present on the day of your 
return.     NO LATE WORK ACCEPTED! 

 
      Name: _____________________________________________________________    Period: ______   
 
      Lens: _______________________________    Presentation Date: ___________     Grade: _______ / 20 

 

 

*** PLEASE GIVE THIS SHEET TO INSTRUCTOR ON THE DAY OF YOUR PRESENTATION! *** 


